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Abstract

A P2P system has to be able to tolerate, and where pos-
sible, to leverage heterogeneity [10]. The reasons may
be functional, for example, in order to deal with Network
Address Translation, or to improve performance and ro-
bustness. In this position paper we show how SelectCast,
an Application-Level Multicast protocol, leverages the in-
formation provided by Astrolabe, a P2P system that mines
the hosts for information about resources.

1 Introduction

Recent years have shown the development of so-called
Peer-to-Peer Protocols (P2PP) that allow a large set of
users to pool their personal computers and share re-
sources. The advantages over standard client/server tech-
nology are now well-known: P2PP can offer many more
resources (in a client/server architecture typically only the
server’s resources are shared), and allows control over
those resources by the users themselves (even if ulti-
mately many of those resources are not actually owned
by the users who contribute them to the P2P system).

Many early P2PPs consider all participating hosts
equal, regardless of compute and storage capacity, and re-
gardless of how well they are connected to the other hosts.
This policy keeps the P2P protocols simple, and ensures
that all users remain equal in the P2P system. On the neg-
ative side, this policy can lead to substantial scalability
problems, as has been well documented (e.g., [11]).

In practice, the hosts in a large system have vastly dif-
ferent CPU and storage capacities, and latency and band-

width between different pairs of hosts can vary by orders
of magnitude [13]. Availability varies widely as some
hosts appear and disappear from the network on a regu-
lar basis, while others are connected almost continuously.
Even the type of connectivity differs, as many hosts are
behind firewalls, NAT boxes, or hosted by ISPs that do
not allow unsolicited incoming traffic. Protocols like Fast-
Track [5] recognize these differences, and distinguish be-
tween so-called supernodes and regular user nodes. Com-
pared to the original Gnutella protocol these are based on,
performance is significantly improved [11, 8], but many
of the appeals of true P2PPs are lost in the process as the
supernodes effectively act as servers to the user nodes.

Some P2PPs exploit host proximity in order to optimize
message routing without resorting to dedicated servers
(e.g., Pastry [12]). Such P2PPs use pings in order to deter-
mine latency or bandwidth of connections, and base rout-
ing decisions on these measurements. Thus high-latency
or low-bandwidth links can be avoided. Still, such P2PPs
can suffer from host churn (rapid changes in membership)
or variance in CPU and storage resources.

It comes to mind then, whether P2P systems can use
heterogeneity to their advantage [10]. In this position
paper, we describe the design of SelectCast, a P2P pub-
lish/subscribe routing service, built on Astrolabe, a P2P
domain aggregation service. Both SelectCast and Astro-
labe are heterogeneity-aware, but at the cost of some in-
creased management overhead when compared to other
P2PP protocols. Although these services do not rely on
any special-purpose servers, they can leverage asymme-
tries between hosts and between network connections.
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2 Application-Level Multicast

IP-level multicast routing is badly supported in today’s In-
ternet, and ISPs are loath to improve this. Multicast rout-
ing is therefore an important candidate for P2P solutions,
as these do not require the cooperation of ISPs [3].

Many Application-Level Multicast Routing Protocols
(ALMRPs) have been designed, and all use tree routing
in order to get logarithmic scaling behavior with respect
to the number of receivers (assuming the tree has some
bounded maximum branching factor and is reasonably
well balanced). These protocols put an uneven load on
the hosts and networks, as most hosts only receive mes-
sages, while some hosts, which we call routers, have to
forward copies of each message to some set of peers. In
an ALMRP capable of filtering, these routers may also
have to analyse the content of messages in order to decide
what links to forward the messages to. For satisfactory
performance, robustness, and scale, it is important to se-
lect well-provisioned, dependable hosts for routers.

For efficiency, one would like that the path followed by
a message from sender to each receiver follows the path
that a point-to-point message would have followed. In
order to achieve scalability, the branching factor should
not be so large that the routers receive too high a load, nor
so small so that the paths followed by messages take too
many application-level hops. In addition, the routers have
to lie approximately on the point-to-point paths between
the sender and the receivers. There are other factors, for
example whether latency or bandwidth is more important,
that influence what makes a good tree.

Narada [3] is one of the earliest proposed ALMRPs.
Narada can achieve performance competitive with IP-
Multicast [20]. Narada maintains a mesh of hosts, and
then runs a protocol similar to conventional DVRMP to
accomplish multicast routing among these hosts. Narada,
and many subsequent designs, can best be understood as
two protocols layered on top of one another: a protocol
that maintains a mesh of hosts, and a multicast routing
protocol on top of this mesh.

Other examples of such an organization are
Bayeux/Tapestry [22], Scribe/Pastry [2], and a mul-
ticast facility in CAN [9]. SelectCast and Astrolabe also
fit this description, in which SelectCast is the routing
protocol while Astrolabe maintains the mesh. In the
sections that follow, we will first describe the Astrolabe

and SelectCast services, and will then investigate the
ways in which Astrolabe and SelectCast use information
about heterogeneity in order to improve scalability,
robustness, security, and performance.

3 Astrolabe

The Astrolabe service [17] can best be understood as a
P2P implementation of DNS. Hosts are organized in a do-
main hierarchy, in which the hosts themselves form the
leaf domains. Each domain has a set of attributes (re-
source records using DNS terminology). The main differ-
ence with DNS is in how these attributes get updated. The
attributes of leaf domains are writable only by their cor-
responding hosts (although they can do so per request of
other hosts, of course). Most strikingly, the attributes of
an internal domain are not directly writable, but are gen-
erated by (continuously) aggregating the attributes of its
child domains. The aggregation is specified by SQL ag-
gregation queries associated with each domain. The SQL
queries can be dynamically deployed and updated.

Each host maintains a relational table for each internal
domain it is in. This domain table has a row for each
child domain, and a column for each attribute. One of
the columns, id, identifies the child domain within its par-
ent. By specifying a path name of ids, a domain can be
named. Each domain table also has a column that main-
tains the version of the row, and, most importantly, a col-
umn named “contacts.” The contacts attribute of a leaf
domain is the set of addresses of the corresponding host,
while the attribute for an internal domain contains a small
subset of addresses of hosts within that domain. To gen-
erate such a subset, an SQL aggregation query is used just
like for any other attribute. In effect, the SQL query elects
which hosts to use to represent the domain. By choosing
contacts in an appropriate manner, we can do load balanc-
ing, increase security, deal with high host churn, etc., as
described in Section 5.

The contacts in a domain’s table gossip with one an-
other on behalf of that domain and all of its ancestor do-
mains’ tables, and keep these tables approximately con-
sistent among those contacts. As each domain runs a sep-
arate gossip protocol, the updates received by the contacts
of a domain also spread to the other hosts within the do-
main. All that a host needs to get going (if we ignore As-
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trolabe’s security mechanisms) is its leaf domain’s path
name and an existing Astrolabe host to start gossiping
with. The first is typically configured manually (a self-
configuring option exist, as described in [18]), while the
latter is manually configured or automatically discovered
through broadcast and/or multicast searches.

4 SelectCast

In SelectCast, trees of communication links are built that
reflect the Astrolabe hierarchy. In each domain, a small
set of multicast routers are selected using an SQL ag-
gregation query, in the same way that Astrolabe chooses
its contacts (but often using different selection consider-
ations, as described in Section 5). To broadcast a mes-
sage, it can simply be sent to one of the routers of the
root domain. This router in turn forwards the message to
one of the routers in each child domain, and so on. This
technique is fault-tolerant, as new routers are automat-
ically selected when current routers fail through Astro-
labe’s continuous aggregation facilities. In order to pro-
vide better real-time fault-masking, messages may be for-
warded to all routers of all child domains, instead of to
just one (as is done also in [14]). In that case, a significant
amount of redundant traffic is generated and duplicates
should be filtered carefully in order to avoid an exponen-
tial explosion of messages.

An “in between” forwarding strategy is also possible
that makes better use of available resources. For simplic-
ity, assume there are exactly two routers selected for each
(non-leaf) domain. All even messages are disseminated
using the first router of each domain, while the odd mes-
sages are disseminated using the second routers. Thus, in
theory throughput can be doubled (although a significant
amount of re-ordering is required). Rather than simply di-
viding the traffic into disjoint sets, FECs or erasure codes
may be used for fault masking, at the expense of increased
bandwidth use and CPU overhead.

SelectCast is also able to do publish/subscribe-style fil-
tering by attaching an SQL condition (over domain at-
tributes) onto each message. The routers forward a mes-
sage only to those child domains for which the condition
holds. (The results of such conditions are cached for short
periods of time in order to reduce computational over-
head significantly.) Topic-based subscriptions are made

space-efficient by adding a Bloom filter attribute to each
domain (the filters are aggregated by essentially OR-ing
the bit masks together). Although less trivial and not
yet implemented, content-based subscriptions can also be
supported in this framework. In addition to topic- and
content-based filtering, other possibilities exist as well.
For example, SelectCast supports sending a message to
all machines that have a load less than 3. For this, the do-
mains have to have a load attribute that is aggregated by
taking the minimum. The message is then forwarded to all
domains that have a minimum load less than 3. More use-
fully, a security notification or even a patch may be sent
to, say, all XP machines that have not yet installed SP1.
Point-to-point messaging can also be expressed using a
simple condition.

5 Heterogeneity-Awareness

The performance and robustness of SelectCast and As-
trolabe are significantly influenced by how contacts and
routers are elected in domains. Such choices can even de-
termine the difference between the system working and
not working. Each contact and router is a record with a
set of attributes:

id: the Astrolabe path name of the host;
addrs: the current list of addresses;
issued: time at which the host joined.

Applications can add new attributes at will (for exam-
ple, connectivity, machine type, operating system, load,
storage capacity, etc.). The set of multicast routers for a
domain is generated using an (extended) SQL query like:

SELECT
BEST(3, UNION(routers), ’connectivity’)
AS routers

This query specifies that we like to use the (at most
three) hosts that have best connectivity as routers. The set
of gossip contacts for a domain may use:

SELECT
LEAST(3, UNION(contacts), ’issued’)
AS contacts

This query specifies that the contacts of the domain
should be the three contacts of its child domains that have
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been operational longest. Such a selection would make
sense in a system where node churn is high. Hosts that
occasionally join the system would be unlikely to become
contacts, and thus create little disturbance.

Different domains can use different queries if they
wish, and the SQL queries can be changed at run-time.
More sophisticated queries could specify different or ad-
ditional preferences. For example, a practitioner may pre-
fer one operating system over another, while a theoreti-
cian may want to chose contacts that run different operat-
ing systems in order to increase failure independence.

While the selection criteria above are relatively static,
routers and contacts may be selected based on current
load. This may cause the set of contacts and routers for a
domain to change relatively frequently, and so some level
of hysteresis is helpful. SelectCast even supports multiple
sets of routers for each domain (each set occupying a sep-
arate attribute in Astrolabe). For example, high through-
put message could use routers selected on load, while sen-
sitive messages could use secure routers.

Such preferences improve performance and robustness
of SelectCast and Astrolabe. Recent performance studies
on Emulab, to be published in a forthcoming paper, show
that SelectCast’s performance is quite stable in a variety
of different network topologies, while, for comparison,
the Yoid ALMRP [6], can be very unstable in complicated
topologies. The reason appears to be that SelectCast bal-
ances the load on routers better than Yoid in the higher
levels of the hierarchy. (Yoid also uses a combination of
a mesh and a tree, although unlike the other ALMRP sys-
tems that we mentioned, Yoid’s tree is not built on top of
the mesh.)

There may also be strictly functional reasons to pre-
fer one router or contact over another. For example, the
messages in SelectCast are disseminated from the root to
the leaf nodes. However, certain domains may be sep-
arated from the rest of the system by firewalls or NAT
boxes, and thus the routers for those domains cannot be
contacted by the routers of their parent domains. In or-
der to solve this situation, SelectCast supports “reverse
connections,” where a router pulls messages from its par-
ent router using HTTP requests, possibly through a web
proxy. Astrolabe provides the information necessary for
SelectCast routers to recognize if reverse connections are
necessary (see [18]). Service Level Agreements may be
another source of limitations on what connections may be

set up between routers.
There are also restrictions in Astrolabe on which hosts

can become contacts. For example, in the secure version
of Astrolabe, only some hosts in a domain have the sign-
ing key for the domain, and thus only those hosts can be
contacts for the domain. Also, addresses behind firewalls
and NAT boxes should not be exported by queries like the
ones above, and should thus be filtered out [18].

A router or contact may have more than one address.
This can be because the host has multiple interface cards,
or supports multiple protocols, or utilizes an application-
level gateway for messaging through firewalls. Each host
maintains, for each peer host it gossips with, statistics
about the addresses of the peer host. Initially it selects
addresses at random, but as statistics are collected, the
host starts prefering the low latency addresses, while still
occasionally checking the other addresses. Similarly, Se-
lectCast hosts maintain connection statistics of router ad-
dresses in order to optimize metrics such as throughput,
latency, or jitter.

Although the queries give applications considerable
flexibility, the choice of routers is restricted by the shape
of the Astrolabe hierarchy. This is a limitation in our
ALMRP design, as we may not be able to construct an
optimal tree of routers for forwarding messages. Another
restriction is due to the limited expressiveness of SQL ag-
gregation queries, which has led us several times to ex-
tend the language (for example, with support for Bloom
filters and nested records). In spite of these limitations,
we find that the amount of flexibility is usually sufficient
in practice, if not overwhelming. Nevertheless, we are
considering dynamic hierarchies for Astrolabe.

6 Other Related Work

There are dozens of ALMRP projects, too numerous to
mention them here. Most of these self-configure, attempt-
ing to optimize either bandwidth or latency, but the ones
based on DHTs (such as Bayeux, Scribe, and CAN’s mul-
ticast protocol) do not take heterogeneity into account.
None have the flexibility in choosing routers that Select-
Cast offers. SALM [1] is closest in architecture to Se-
lectCast, but the hierarchy is dynamic and a single router
for a domain is elected which has the minimal maximum
distance to the other hosts in the domain.
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In Brocade [21], a BGP-like two-level DHT routing hi-
erarchy is built using Tapestry at both levels. This greatly
improves routing distance over single-level Tapestry, at
the cost of extra configuration. SelectCast, in some sense,
is a generalization of this idea to multiple levels.

Both the PAST [12] and CFS [4] P2P file services sug-
gest the notion of virtual nodes to the problem of stor-
age heterogeneity. Basically, a host with lots of disk
space poses as multiple smaller nodes, with unfortunately
highly correlated failure characteristics.

Many P2PPs use a hash function to assign identifiers to
nodes, and claim that this way “nearby” nodes (in the id
space) are likely to be diverse and have independent fail-
ures. Unfortunately, when applied to many objects repli-
cated on such assumptions, the independence is unlikely
to hold for a substantial number of objects. [19] suggests
a technique to find independent sets of nodes. Such tech-
niques would be easily exploited in SelectCast and Astro-
labe to select failure independent routers and contacts.

7 Conclusion

A P2P system should be aware of heterogeneity in the
network. The reasons may be functional, for example, in
order to deal with security requirements or Network Ad-
dress Translation, or simply to improve performance and
robustness in the face of extensive host churn. In order to
be able to adapt well to heterogeneity, information about
available resources needs to be gathered. Astrolabe is a
P2P service that provides this functionality, and we have
shown how SelectCast, and indeed Astrolabe itself, use
this in order to optimize run-time operation. We believe
that this paper’s conclusions generalize to other P2P ap-
plications.
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